
Chapter 24 New Question Types 

 
You are now responsible to write קטל in any Qal or Niphal verb form. Always write the accent. 

 קטל NM2mp קטל

 קטל NI3ms קטל

 קטל NPtMP קטל
 

For parsing, you must be aware of the ambiguous forms that are listed in the study guide for 

the chapter. For example: 

Parse ִנְקְטָלה (list all possibilities) קטל QC1cp  OR  NP3fs 

Parse ִנְקָטָלה (list all possibilities) קטל NPtFS 

Parse ִהָקֵטל (list all possibilities) קטל NM2ms  OR  N∞  OR   NA 

 

As always, you may be asked to parse and translate any verb form that we have studied thus far. 

 If a verb is grammatically ambiguous, you must list both possibilities unless the context disambiguates it. 

 Make sure you know how to give a passive translation for verbs that you learned in the Qal. For example: 

Parse all verbs and translate 

ֶ֑ם   ֖הּוא ִיָלֵחֵ֣ם ָלכ 

  

 
Always be ready to write out the reverse-number study guide questions for all chapters covered thus far. E.g.: 

How do Niphal verbs begin? 

   ְִנ NP, NPt, some NA 

  ָּ ִי NI [also ,  ָּ ִנ ָּ  , א  ָּ  / ִא ָּ  , ִת] 
  ָ ִּה NM, N∞, some NA 

What is the VS pattern for Niphal strong verbs?  A ~ Ē(A) 

What vowel is VS of participles? 

(Give the general rule and exceptions) 

Participles use the P3ms VS, lengthened if possible. 

Exceptions: Qal and the FS t-form ( ת    ֫ ). 

Does Participle VS reduce before a sufformative?  Only if it is Tsere Ē [    ֵ  ] 

What is VS for the Infinitive Absolute? 

(Give the general rule and exceptions) 

 Tsere Ē [    ֵ  ] 

 Except Ȏ [ ֹו ] or Ō [   ֹ  ] for QA and some NA 

What verbs begin   ְִנ?  QI1cp / QC1cp, NP, NPt, NA 

 



Chapter 24 New Question Types – Answer Key 

 
You are now responsible to write קטל in any Qal or Niphal verb form. Always write the accent. 

ּוְטל֫ ִהָק   NM2mp קטל  

לִיָקטֵ֫  NI3ms קטל  

יםִנְקָטלִ֫  NPtMP קטל  

 

For parsing, you must be aware of the ambiguous forms that are listed in the study guide for 

the chapter. For example: 

Parse ִנְקְטָלה (list all possibilities) קטל QC1cp  OR  NP3fs 

Parse ִנְקָטָלה (list all possibilities) קטל NPtFS 

Parse ִהָקֵטל (list all possibilities) קטל NM2ms  OR  N∞  OR   NA 

 

As always, you may be asked to parse and translate any verb form that we have studied thus far. 

 If a verb is grammatically ambiguous, you must list both possibilities unless the context disambiguates it. 

 Make sure you know how to give a passive translation for verbs that you learned in the Qal. For example: 

Parse all verbs and translate 

ֶ֑ם   ֖הּוא ִיָלֵחֵ֣ם ָלכ 

 לחם NI3ms 

 He will fight for you (mp) 

 

Always be ready to write out the reverse-number study guide questions for all chapters covered thus far. E.g.: 

How do Niphal verbs begin? 

   ְִנ NP, NPt, some NA 

  ָּ ִי NI [also ,  ָּ ִנ ָּ  , א  ָּ  / ִא ָּ  , ִת] 
  ָ ִּה NM, N∞, some NA 

What is the VS pattern for Niphal strong verbs?    ַ  ~   ֵ (  ַ ) 

What vowel is VS of participles? 

(Give the general rule and exceptions) 

Participles use the P3ms VS, lengthened if possible. 

Exceptions: Qal and the FS t-form ( ת    ֫ ). 

Does Participle VS reduce before a sufformative?  Only if it is Tsere [    ֵ  ] 

What is VS for the Infinitive Absolute? 

(Give the general rule and exceptions) 

 Tsere [    ֵ  ] 

 Except QA and some NA have ֹו or   ֹ  

What verbs begin   ְִנ?  QI1cp / QC1cp, NP, NPt, NA 

 


